The hierarchical interpolative factorization for elliptic partial differential equations is a fast algorithm for approximate sparse matrix inversion in linear or quasilinear time. Its accuracy can degrade, however, when applied to strongly ill-conditioned problems. Here, we propose a simple modification that can significantly improve the accuracy at no additional asymptotic cost: applying a block Jacobi preconditioner before each level of skeletonization. This dramatically limits the impact of the underlying system conditioning and enables the construction of robust and highly efficient preconditioners even at quite modest compression tolerances. Numerical examples demonstrate the performance of the new approach.
Introduction
In this paper, we consider elliptic partial differential equations (PDE) of the form
in two (2D, d = 2) and three dimensions (3D, d = 3), with appropriate boundary conditions on ∂Ω.
Here, a(x), b(x), and f (x) are given functions and u(x) is the unknown field. Such equations are of great importance in science and engineering and can model a wide variety of physical phenomena. In a typical numerical solution, (1.1) is often discretized with local schemes such as finite differences or finite elements, thus leading to a linear system Au = f, (1.2) where A ∈ R N ×N is sparse and N is the number of degrees of freedom (DOFs) in the discretization. Furthermore, it is common in practice for A to be symmetric positive definite (SPD); we hereafter assume this to be the case. However, for non-SPD matrices, our approach can be used replacing Cholesky factorizations by LDL T or LU factorizations in Section 2 and Section 3.
Background
A significant part of research in scientific computing has been devoted to the numerical solution of (1.2). Previous methods for its solution can largely be classified into several groups as follows. The first group consists of classical direct methods such as Gaussian elimination or other standard matrix factorizations [14] , nominally with O(N 3 ) complexity. This can be accelerated by exploiting sparsity, for instance using nested dissection (ND) [12] to O(N 3/2 ) in 2D and O(N 2 ) in 3D for regular grids. These can still be quite prohibitive, especially for large-scale 3D problems. Therefore, although robust and highly accurate, such methods are generally not used beyond moderate problem sizes (at least in non-parallel environments).
The second group includes iterative methods [30] such as conjugate gradient (CG) [18] and multigrid [6, 16] , which can achieve O(N ) complexity if only a small number of iterations are required. However, when A is ill-conditioned or otherwise has scattered eigenvalues, as is common for high-contrast or non-smooth coefficients, the number of iterations needed can be very large. In such cases, we can expect fast convergence only if we use a good preconditioner, which can itself be a challenge to find. Furthermore, iterative methods can be inefficient for systems involving multiple right-hand sides, which are prevalent in many applications.
Bridging the two previous groups are the more recent rank-structured direct solvers, which are based on the low-rank compression of certain submatrices encountered during the factorization process. Many of these are essentially accelerated ND schemes, powered by techniques for structured dense linear algebra, and as such are associated with various dense classifications based on admissibility conditions and the use of nested bases, including H-matrices [15, 31, 32] , hierarchically semiseparable (HSS) matrices [34] [35] [36] , and hierarchically off-diagonal low-rank (HODLR) matrices [3] , among others [2, 13, 17, 21, 25, 29, 33] . Importantly, these algorithms can be much faster than classical direct methods, with some even attaining O(N ) or O(N log N ) complexity. Moreover, they inherently offer a speed-accuracy trade-off through the compression tolerance that is naturally suited to constructing general-purpose preconditioners. Combined with standard iterative methods, such preconditioners can enable fast and robust convergence at a far lower total cost than either a full direct solve (i.e., at high accuracy) or an unpreconditioned iterative solve.
Although rank-structured solvers have proven quite successful, they nevertheless can suffer greatly from ill-conditioning. In particular, the associated low-rank compression has traditionally been performed with respect to the forward operator so that A is well-approximated but A −1 may not be. Indeed, for an SPD approximation F = GG T of A with A − F / A = O( ), it has often been observed that
, where κ(·) is the condition number. Thus, ill-conditioned problems can necessitate a much higher compression accuracy than would otherwise be required in order to achieve a given solve error. This can be a significant impediment, especially for constructing low-accuracy preconditioners.
Recently, there has been some work [1, 37, 38] aimed at improving the solve error and hence enabling the use of much looser compression tolerances, though only for the structured dense case so far. We highlight in particular the work of Agullo et al. [1] , which introduced a block Jacobi rescaling combined with the singular value decomposition (SVD) for low-rank approximation in the HODLR format. Specifically, they showed that (simplified and rephrased from [1] ):
1 . Furthermore, let B have truncated SVD approximationB (i.e., projected onto the leading singular subspace) and define
In other words, "preconditioning" first with block Cholesky factors before SVD compression allows very precise control over the solve error and therefore also on the convergence of preconditioned CG, which depends on the spectrum of G −1 AG −T . This essentially describes an optimal one-level scheme; the multilevel extension is immediate via a recursive binary partitioning following the HODLR framework. Some minor loss of accuracy is incurred, but the overall control is still very tight. Indeed, effective preconditioners for Schur complements associated with 2D PDEs were demonstrated at tolerances up to ∼ 0.1. Very similar methods are presented in [37, 38] . Other related efforts include [4, 5, 39] .
However, HODLR/HSS methods have optimal linear or quasilinear complexity only if the approximation rank ρ grows at most very slowly with N . Thus, they are really best suited for "one-dimensional" (1D) dense problems (by analogy with elliptic integral equations), where typically ρ = O(log N ) [20, 26] . This is the case for sparse PDEs in 2D [7] , for which elimination along, e.g., the ND ordering creates dense fill-in loaded on 1D separator edges. But it does not adequately capture the situation in 3D, where now the dense subproblems live on 2D faces, with ρ = O(N 1/3 ). More advanced techniques [9, 10, 22, 27] are required to reduce the cost, which are not addressed by [1, 37, 38 ].
Contributions
Our principal goal in this paper will be to extend the ideas of [1] beyond the HODLR framework to a suitably general accelerated ND method capable of efficiently handling both 2D and 3D problems. We focus in particular on the hierarchical interpolative factorization (HIF) [21] , a fast algorithm for computing approximate generalized Cholesky decompositions in O(N ) or O(N log N ) time. This is achieved through alternating levels of elimination and "skeletonization", which eliminates DOFs from dense matrices by exploiting lowrank structure, to sparsify and reduce the dimension of the separators. For example, in 3D, elimination first reduces the problem to 2D on separator faces and then skeletonization reduces that to 1D along edges, yielding O(N log N ) cost. Additionally, skeletonizing the edges themselves can further bring this down to O(N ), thus completing a full dimensional reduction sweep.
However Proposition 1.1 is quite specific to the block 2 × 2 case, where the off-diagonal blocks can be simultaneously diagonalized and any error amplification suppressed due to the orthogonality of certain subspaces. This does not apply to HIF, which instead maintains a global view of all matrix blocks at each level of the factorization. Still, we can appeal to the same intuition and precondition before each round of skeletonization. The essential effect of this change can be understood heuristically as follows. First consider
which describes a standard "unpreconditioned" approximation to relative precision . Then the solve error is
as previously asserted. Now let
i.e., the approximation is done after symmetrically preconditioning with C. Then A ≈ F = GG T with G = C B, so
and the error is now amplified only by κ( A) κ(A). This is a much more general yet necessarily weaker result that is compatible with HIF. In particular, no detailed assumptions are made on either the block partitioning, preconditioner type, or compression method; at the same time, the accuracy is still subject to the conditioning of A, which may nevertheless be poor. The latter can be improved in the multilevel setting, where effectively A itself is preconditioned at the next level and so on. Altogether, this outlines a "recursively preconditioned" HIF (PHIF) with significantly enhanced robustness to κ(A).
We demonstrate this approach using local Cholesky factors as in [1] to precondition at each scale. As expected, we find substantial improvements in the solve accuracy (often by several orders of magnitude) and therefore in its effectiveness as a preconditioner, especially for ill-conditioned problems. Furthermore, the same asymptotic rank estimates are observed to hold as before and hence the computational complexity is preserved. With this simple modification, we thus construct the first "preconditioned" structured nested dissection (ND) solver with optimal or near-optimal performance for PDEs in 2D and 3D.
Preliminaries
This section reviews some key linear algebraic primitives used in PHIF. We adopt the following notation hereafter: uppercase letters (A, B, F , etc.) denote matrices; calligraphic letters (I, J , etc.) denote sets of indices, each of which is associated with a DOF; A IJ is the submatrix of A restricted to I and J , respectively, for the rows and columns; and [n] = {1, . . . , n} for n ∈ N.
Block elimination
Consider an SPD matrix A ∈ R N ×N with block partitioning
where [N ] = I ∪ B ∪ R up to permutation. This type of structure is characteristic of the sparse linear system (1.2), which discretizes the PDE (1.1) through a partitioning of the domain Ω as a union of multiple cells with disjoint interior. For a given cell, I then represents the DOFs inside that cell, B the DOFs on the boundary, and R the remaining DOFs outside the cell and so do not interact with those in I, i.e., A RI = 0.
The goal of block elimination is to zero out the A BI block in order to decouple I from the rest. Let
and define the elimination matrix
Notice that A RB and A RR remain unchanged while I has been fully eliminated; we are now left with a smaller problem over the restricted indices B ∪ R only.
In the context of (1.2), we often want to perform block elimination on each of a collection of, say, p cells with interior and boundary indices
, respectively, and A Ii,Ij = 0 for all i = j. Because the Schur complement updates to each A BiBi are commutative, the cells can be eliminated independently in any order, and the resulting matrix M = 
Skeletonization
Skeletonization is the generalization of block elimination for dense matrices with low-rank off-diagonal blocks. Let
be SPD with A RI ∈ R N R ×N I having numerical rank k to relative precision . Then from the interpolative decomposition (ID) [8] , there exists a disjoint partitioning I = I ∪Î into redundant and skeleton DOFs, respectively, and an interpolation matrix T I ∈ R k×(N I −k) such that
i.e., any redundant column of A RI can be well approximated by a linear combination of the skeleton columns of A RI . The choice of I andÎ is not unique and is typically chosen so that T I is not too large. Following this approximation, we can rewrite A (up to permutation) as
Introducing the zeroing matrix Z I as follows and applying it on both sides leads to
where only the terms A I I and AÎ I are updated with
We can now use block elimination to eliminate I, assuming that A I I remains SPD. Letting M I be the elimination matrix so defined and introducing K I ≡ Z I M I , we therefore have
. In other words, the redundant DOFs have been eliminated without any modification to the matrix entries involving R.
Remark 2.1. Recall Weyl's inequality: for any perturbation matrix P , |λ i (A + P ) − λ i (A)| ≤ P , where λ i (·) is the ith ordered eigenvalue. An immediate consequence is that if E I < λ min (A) in the above, where λ min (·) is the smallest eigenvalue, then λ min (Z T I AZ I ) > 0, so A I I is SPD. As before, we often want to perform skeletonization for each of a collection of disjoint index sets
in general since skeletonizing, say, I 1 first can change the set R for I 2 . Commutativity can be restored by instead using the ID to first find the redundant and skeleton DOFs for all I i before zeroing and elimination. We will not distinguish between these two approaches as they make little difference from a practical point of view, though we note that the former "sequential" method is typically faster in a serial setting, while the latter is amenable to parallelization [24] . In particular, we will simply write K = p i=1 K Ii for the aggregate skeletonization operator, where the product is understood to be taken in some appropriate order. The skeletonized matrix K T AK then consists of the identity along ∪
Block Jacobi preconditioning
Let A be as in (2.1) and suppose that
3)
Since |B| is assumed small relative to |R|, only a limited number of matrix entries are modified. Moreover, the preconditioning matrix C I in (2.3) is block diagonal, so any collection {I i } p i=1 of disjoint index sets can be block preconditioned independently via C = p i=1 C Ii ; the preconditioned matrix C T AC has unit block diagonal. 
Algorithm
HIF utilizes alternating levels of block elimination and skeletonization to sparsify and eliminate from the system matrix at each problem scale, following the ND tree. It has a natural geometric interpretation, with both elimination and skeletonization acting as dimensional reduction operators. In 2D, block elimination first reduces from 2D cells to 1D edges then skeletonization reduces that to "zero-dimensional" points, thus achieving O(N ) complexity. In 3D, the same procedure gives a reduction from 3D cells to 2D faces to 1D edges, with near-optimal O(N log N ) total cost; estimated O(N ) scaling can be recovered by additionally skeletonizing the edges, but we will not consider that here for simplicity. Figures 1 and 2 provide such a geometric view by showing the remaining DOFs after each step for some small examples. We refer the reader to [21] for further details.
Our new PHIF follows the same framework but now adds an extra preconditioning step before each level of skeletonization. As motivated in Section 1.2, this serves to control the error amplification in the matrix inverse. While the algorithm can be described in quite general terms, requiring only some sensible geometric partitioning in terms of cells, faces, and edges, as appropriate-it is robust to exactly how these are defined-we will be specific here in order to fix ideas.
Two dimensions
Without loss of generality, consider the PDE (1.1) on Ω = (0, 1) 2 with Dirichlet boundary conditions, discretized using finite differences via the standard five-point stencil over a uniform grid with step size h. We assume that the grid size n = 1/h in each dimension satisfies n = 2 L m for integer L and m with m = O(1). The DOFs are then the solution values u j = u(x j ) at the grid points 
where M I ,i is defined following (2.1). The corresponding active DOFs are S = S \ ∪ p i=1 I ,i , which now comprise only edges and corners at this scale.
2. Block Jacobi preconditioning. Now group S by edges and corners, and let {I ,i } r i=1 be the collection of corresponding index sets. Preconditioning as in Section 2.3 yields
where C I ,i is as defined in (2.3). The resulting matrix A has unit block diagonal and the set of active DOFs S = S is unchanged. This step is skipped (i.e., C = I) in the standard HIF.
3. Edge skeletonization. Group S by edges and let {I ,i } q i=1 be the collection of corresponding index sets. Skeletonization as in Section 2.2 then gives
where Z I ,i is defined following (2.2) and M I ,i is the associated elimination matrix (2.1) acting on the redundant indices. All DOFs (∪
I ,i ) have now been eliminated up to level . The remaining active DOFs S +1 = S \ ∪ q i=1 I ,i consist of only edge skeletons and corners, with the former typically clustering around the latter.
At the conclusion of this process, we have the final matrix
at the root, which is everywhere the identity except in the block indexed by the remaining active DOFs S L containing, essentially, just the top-level corners. As a result, it is easily invertible, as is R since each constituent factor is either block diagonal or triangular. Thus, we obtain the approximation F defined as follows
and, by applying the inverse on both sides,
The factorization
is a generalized Cholesky decomposition (assuming that A L is SPD), composed of a multilevel sequence of block sparse local matrices. See Figure 4 for an example of the elimination process. Compared to HIF on the same problem ( Figure  1 ), the skeletons are somewhat more numerous and disperse, but generally retain the same structure. Furthermore, we observe that the skeletonization rank ρ at each level still scales as ρ = O( ) (see Section 4) just as in HIF; consequently, the overall complexity is unchanged at O(N ) [21, Theorem 4.6].
Three dimensions
The algorithm can be extended to 3D in the natural way. Consider the analogous problem defined on Ω = (0, 1) 3 and discretized with the seven-point stencil. We now use an octree to hierarchically split Ω into 2 3(L− ) cubic cells at each level , each covering (2 m + 1) 3 points. Among these,
• (2 m − 1) 3 are interior points;
• 6(2 m − 1) are face points, where each face is shared between up to two cells;
• 12(2 m − 1) are edge points, where each edge is shared between up to four cells; and
• 8 are corner points, each shared between up to eight cells.
Denote by p the total number of cells on level , q ∼ 3p the total number of faces, and r ∼ 7p the total number of faces, edges, and corners altogether. Then we analogously perform at each level :
1. interior cell elimination for each of p DOF sets; 2. face, edge, and corner preconditioning for each of r DOF sets; and 3. face skeletonization for each of q DOF sets.
The remaining active DOFs tend to cluster around edges and corners. See Figure 5 for an example; as in 2D, the skeletons are slightly less ordered than for HIF (Figure 2 ). The skeletonization rank is ρ = O(2 ) just as before, for a total cost of O(N log N ) [21] .
Remark 3.1. In HIF, estimated O(N ) complexity can be achieved by additional edge skeletonization after face skeletonization to reduce the rank back down to ρ = O( ). The same strategy presumably translates to PHIF, where we now would employ two extra steps:
4. edge and corner preconditioning, and 5. edge skeletonization.
Note that we did not explore this approach here. Remark 3.2. As presently formulated, the ID-based skeletonization in Section 2.2 is actually not critical and other low-rank compression techniques may well be used, including the SVD [21] . The ID is required only for the edge skeletonization variant of Remark 3.1, which depends on the geometry being preserved.
Heuristic error analysis
In order to understand the impact of PHIF on the solve error, let us write each level of the algorithm more carefully as A +1 = R T A R + E , where E = O( A ) is the approximation error from skeletonization to some relative precision . To ease the notation, we define a chain of matrix products with an ellipsis, e.g.,
, where the whole chain of products is taken to be the identity if the subscript of some matrix in the chain is greater than L − 1. If both matrices in the endpoints are the same, the chain reduces to just one matrix, e.g.,
with approximate factorization
Hence the solve error is
To bound A , note that
Combining with (3.4) yields
The estimate (3.5) holds for both HIF and PHIF, given appropriate interpretation of R and A . We now contrast the two approaches by estimating and directly comparing each term.
In HIF, R = M K , where:
with, referring to Section 2, the norm of each matrix and its inverse bounded as
Since M is nearly block diagonal, with coupling between the M I ,i only along shared interfaces, we can expect
In other words, κ(M ) depends on the uniformity as well as the conditioning of the L I ,i .
• Similarly, K = q i=1 K I ,i (following the above algorithm with C = I), where
, where, in practice, T I ,i is small due to the stability of the ID [8] , so
= O(1) (or growing slowly with the size of the matrix). Hence,
. Now use that K is block diagonal since each K I ,i acts on disjoint separators to obtain
On the other hand, in PHIF, R = M C K , where:
• M 0 at the initial level is the same as in HIF. At all subsequent levels, however, M acts on an A that has been preconditioned by C for all < . This has the effect of driving L I ,i towards 1 (since the corresponding (A ) I ,i I ,i has been rescaled to O(1)) as well as reducing κ(L I ,i ). Furthermore, if A is SPD, then the off-diagonal term (A ) B ,i I ,i also cannot be too large. Thus, we can expect each quantity in (3.6) to be better behaved in PHIF than in HIF.
•
. As with M , each C for > 0 is typically not too ill-conditioned due to preconditioning at previous levels. In effect, this is similar to the κ(K ) term in HIF but can be much better for > 0 due to prior preconditioning.
• Again, κ(K ) can be bounded as in (3.7), but now with each term well-behaved following the same remarks as for M . In fact, we argue that κ(K ) = O(1) since the post-preconditioned submatrix on which each elimination operator acts has the form
where all terms are O(1).
Putting these together, we have that
where κ(·) and κ (·) denote, respectively, quantities for HIF and PHIF. Looking at (3.5) , it remains to compare R −1 and κ(A L ). For the former, a simplified analysis using L I ,i ∼ O(1) in PHIF and omitting some lengthy terms of the form (1 + L −1 A T ), which are worse in HIF than PHIF, gives
which we argue is smaller for PHIF than HIF by similar reasoning as for comparing C in PHIF with K in HIF above. Finally, we have κ(A L ), which, of course, is typically much improved in PHIF since it has been preconditioned throughout. This analysis provides some insight on the essential feature of the algorithm: whereas A L can be very ill-conditioned in HIF, inheriting in large part from A itself, in PHIF it results from multiple levels of preconditioning through the action of the rescaling operators C and so should be better behaved-in certain cases, much better, by several orders of magnitude, as we will see in Section 4.
It is also instructive to revisit Remark 2.1 on the required accuracy to remain SPD in light of PHIF. Applying the remark, the intermediate matrices A are all SPD and so the algorithm succeeds if E < λ min (A ) = 1/ A −1 ; for E = O( A ) as above, this gives 1/ max κ(A ). Naturally, κ(A ) can be much smaller in PHIF than HIF, thereby significantly alleviating this issue.
Numerical results
We now present some benchmark examples to demonstrate the performance of PHIF on strongly ill-conditioned problems. Specifically, we consider the PDE (1.1) on Ω = (0, 1)
d , discretized as in Section 3 with b(x) ≡ 0 and a(x) a quantized high-contrast random field defined as follows:
1. Initialize by sampling each grid point a j = a(x j ) from the standard uniform distribution.
2. Convolve with an isotropic Gaussian of width 4h to create some correlation structure.
Quantize by setting
where µ is the median of {a j }.
The resulting matrix A in (1.2) has condition number κ(A) = O(σh −2 ) = O(σN 2/d ), where σ = 10 4 is the contrast ratio.
In the following, we report
• : relative precision for ID compression;
• N : total number of DOFs in the problem;
• |S L |: number of active DOFs remaining at the highest level;
• e a : estimated apply error A − F / A ;
• e s : estimated solve error
• n i : number of CG iterations using F −1 as a preconditioner to solve to a relative residual of 10 −12 .
The errors e a and e s are estimated using randomized power iteration [11, 23] to 10 −2 relative precision. All numerical experiments are performed in MATLAB using codes modified from FLAM [19] .
Two dimensions
Consider first the example in 2D. Numerical results are given in Table 1 with scaling plots shown in Figure  6 . We immediately see the effectiveness of PHIF at improving e s (by 10 2 -10 3 ) while maintaining comparable e a = O( ) with HIF. This directly manifests in a smaller n i across all cases tested. We also observe the intermediate matrices encountered throughout PHIF to be much better conditioned, in agreement with Section 3.3. Likewise, PHIF exhibits greater robustness with respect to remaining SPD; indeed, while HIF fails for = 10 −4 , PHIF is still able to produce good preconditioners at the same tolerance. As with HIF, PHIF achieves linear complexity, as is evident from the figure and from verifying the mild growth of |S L | with N . However, at fixed , PHIF can be quite a bit more expensive, due primarily to the extra Cholesky preconditioning steps. For example, at N = 8191 2 and = 10 −6 , these (1456 s) account for about 44% of the total PHIF factorization time (3317 s) or 78% of the equivalent HIF time (1869 s); in other words, just the multilevel preconditioning itself can almost double the factorization cost without even considering the potential added impact of larger skeleton sizes. Despite this overhead, PHIF is still able to decrease the total time to solution: for the same case, after factorization, HIF takes 5698 s to run n i = 54 iterations for a total of 7567 s, while PHIF needs only 1199 s over n i = 5 for a total of 4516 s -a reduction of close to 40%.
In a sense, the behavior of PHIF is similar to that of HIF computed at a higher precision: e s is improved at the cost of increased ranks. But careful inspection of the results suggests that the interpretation is not quite so simple. Comparing, e.g., N = 1023
2 for PHIF at = 10 −4 vs. HIF at = 10 −6 and for PHIF at = 10 −6 vs. HIF at = 10 −8 reveals that PHIF can use approximately the same final rank to achieve better e s . At the same time, e a is slightly worse, thus indicating a certain balance between the forward and inverse errors. We will see such nuances more clearly in the next example as well. 
Three dimensions
Now consider the analogous problem in 3D. Numerical results are shown in Table 2 with scaling plots in Figure 7 . The overall conclusions are very similar as before, with PHIF yielding smaller e s and n i , especially at low accuracy. We highlight in particular the comparison between PHIF at = 10 −2 and HIF at = 10 −6 , in which PHIF achieves comparable n i despite significantly fewer skeletons |S L | and worse e s . Furthermore, note the rapid growth of e s with increasing N for HIF; this is suppressed to a large extent in PHIF, hence producing effective preconditioners that maintain essentially constant n i . The data certify that |S L | scales as O(N 1/3 ), corresponding to formal O(N log N ) complexity. However, we find only an empirical scaling of roughly O(N 1.4 ) for both HIF and PHIF. This is most likely due to non-asymptotic effects; at any rate, PHIF does not appear to incur any additional asymptotic cost.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented PHIF, a recursively preconditioned version of HIF based on simply adding a block Jacobi preconditioning step before each level of skeletonization. This leads to dramatic improvements in the solve accuracy and therefore in its effectiveness as a direct solver or preconditioner, especially for ill-conditioned problems. Importantly, it retains the near-optimal computational complexity of HIF; this makes it the first of what we anticipate will become a highly successful emerging class of fast structured ND methods with enhanced robustness to the underlying system conditioning.
It is worth emphasizing that PHIF is much more than just applying HIF to a standard "one-level" preconditioned matrix. Rather, it seeks to control the condition number at all levels, similarly to [1, 28, 37, 38] . Although this control is presently not as tight as in [1, 37, 38] , recall that we are addressing a fundamentally different problem with higher-dimensional geometric effects. Future work may be able to bridge this gap.
The PHIF framework is quite general and can be modified in various ways. For instance, any local preconditioner, e.g., diagonal, can be used in place of block Cholesky; this can help to save on computational costs, as discussed in Section 4. Furthermore, the algorithm can, in principle, extend to non-symmetric and indefinite matrices via local LU factorizations, though some subtleties may inevitably arise. More research is required to fully settle such matters and also to explore other important extensions including to structured dense matrices. On this latter point in particular, fast 2D and 3D integral equation solvers like [22, 27] are based on the same style of multilevel skeletonization; to what extent can the same preconditioning ideas apply? The principal roadblock would appear to be the cost of modifying the far field; a clever trick to bypass this could be of great significance.
